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Strategy documents

- Directive on the energy performance of buildings
- Directive on energy end-use efficiency and energy services
- Directive establishing a framework for the setting of ecodesign requirements related to products energy

- Energy Management Act
- National Action plan for Renewables Energy Sources

- Directive on the promotion of renewable energy
- Directive on the promotion of combined heat and power (CHP)

- Supported energy sources Act
- Energy Act
Renewable energy sources

Investment support for energy from RES:

Operational Programmes of the EU funds
- OPPI - Business and Innovation (2007-2013)
- OPŽP - Environment
- PRV - Rural Development Programme

Programs funded from other sources
- The EFEKT
- SFŽP - Green Savings

Operational support from RES:

The beginnings of support already in 2000 (Energy Act)
A separate law on the promotion of electricity from RES in 2005
Since 2013 new law on supported by sources of energy will be introduced. Law include support for:
- Electricity
- Heat
- Biomethane
Energy efficiency I.

The legislative framework for EE:

- **The Energy Management Act**
  - Efficiency in energy production
  - Efficiency of products related to energy consumption
  - Energy audits
  - The energy performance of buildings
  - Inspections of boilers and air conditioning

- **The Energy Act**
- **The supported energy sources Act**
  - CHP
  - Support of Distributed Generation
  - The minimum requirements for energy production
Energy efficiency II.

**Investment support for EE:**

**Operational Programmes of the EU funds**

- OPPI – Eko-energy programme
- OPŽP – Environment

**State programs from the state budget and other sources**

- State Housing Development Programme - Program Panel
- EFEKT – State programme on supporting RES and EE
- SFŽP - Green Savings
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